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Bisley and Moving Walls announce their exclusive partnership 

Bisley and Moving Walls are delighted to announce their exclusive partnership. With the agreement, 

Bisley has the exclusive distribution rights for the products of the Swiss company Moving Walls in the 

UK and Ireland, USA, Mexico and France; a new generation of mobile magnetic writeable surfaces, 

designed to encourage collaboration and creativity in modern work environments. 



Moving Walls and industrial designer Jörg Boner teamed up in 2007 to create a tool that encouraged 

teams to come together, break down silos, visualise their thinking and to work collaboratively on 

problems. The result was the Moving Wall, a highly functional and intuitive tool that brings ideas to life. 

Robin Bayliss, Bisley Group Sales Director, commented: 

‘’We are delighted to be working with Moving Walls. Their products complement Bisley’s drive on 

activity-based working themes -offering truly agile, collaborative furniture and tools for the demanding 

work environment. The range of writeable tools from Moving Walls have a simple clean aesthetic that 

is perfect for the out of town agile worker and we can’t wait to introduce them to our London Showroom 

during Clerkenwell Design Week”.   

Moving Walls Founder and CEO Marcel Frick added, ‘’We are thrilled to announce our collaboration 

with Bisley. Their reputation for excellence throughout the world and understanding of the workplace 

beyond the workstation makes them a perfect choice for us to partner with.” 

The Moving Walls portfolio has grown to incorporate long-lasting office tools that work individually or 

as a system, changing the way people work with each other: mobile, agile and flexible. In addition to 

Moving Walls, the collaborative toolkit includes acoustic panels, wall-mounted writable or acoustic 



panels, a Moving Stool which is stackable and light weight and the new Moving Table, which 

incorporates a writable surface. The combination of Moving Walls and Bisley storage allows the 

creation of highly-productive, truly flexible spaces for people to come together to work creatively and 

effectively in comfort. 
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ABOUT BISLEY 

Since launching the iconic MultiDrawer in 1958, Bisley has pioneered innovative storage that meets 
the challenges of the time and stays relevant, decade after decade. When it comes to creating 
working environments, Bisley is the name people in over 50 countries turn to for quality they can 
trust.  

Bisley produces 15,000 items each week from its factory in Wales and makes over 4000 world-wide 
deliveries every month via their 10 international offices. Through continued production investment 
and acquisition, Bisley can combine the strength and durability of steel with the pleasing aesthetic 
qualities of wood to provide a unique choice of solutions for an extensive range of markets.  

Bisley products maximise workspaces by providing intelligent and often bespoke storage solutions 
which create organised environments. Whether that means furniture for focused and individual 
working or adaptable pieces for collaborative spaces, meeting rooms or break-out areas, the 
extensive portfolio helps people across the world be comfortable and effective, wherever they are 
working. 

www.bisley.com 



ABOUT MOVING WALLS 

Moving Walls is a provider of mobile, magnetic writeable office tools for dynamic space design and agile 
working. The holistic multifunctional system of flexible office furniture allows for spaces to be easily 
reconfigurable and for setting up entire offices if needed on an ad hoc basis. The versatile and writeable 
office tools structure rooms as well as work processes, enable more efficient use of space and are 
already widely used in executive offices, conference rooms, in plenary sessions or in creative labs of 
large companies such as PwC, Roche and Schweizerische Bundesbahn, the Australia and New Zealand 
Banking Group or the Fraunhofer-Institute. 

Originally designed for the World Economic Forum, today the brand’s collection of activity-based 
office furniture offers a profound answer to the question of future working methods and the 
establishment of a corporate culture of innovation. All office tools are perfectly matched to each 
other as well as to working requirements that are hugely diverse. The tools are combinable with each 
other or can be used solitarily for individual solutions. In addition to the mobile wall, the writeable 
panel and the acoustic panel, with the new table and stool, it is now possible to create entire office 
spaces in a demand-oriented, flexible and agile manner.  

Designed by Jörg Boner, the versatile products fuel new processes of idea finding and an interactive 
work atmosphere. Founded in 2007, the company now distributes its 
products worldwide. Bisley have the exclusive distribution rights for Moving Walls in the UK and 
Ireland, USA, Mexico and France. 

www.moving-walls.com 




